Chapter Initiates: April 23, 2008

Alumni

Dean F. Bushey
Jimmy Gentry
Raymond Albert Starling

Faculty

Bobby Dale Edwards
James W. Moyer
Candace H. Haigler
Thearon T McKinney
Steven A. Lommel

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences: Graduate Students

Sergio M. Abit
Diego V. Bohorquez
Susan Jean Colucci
Andrea Lynn Dolezal
April Danielle Fogleman
Courtney Anne Gallup
David Ryan Georgianna
Kent Andrew Gray
Ka Yeon Jeong
Amanda Claire Kaye
Alison Liu
Stanton Lowell Martin
Elisabeth Meyer
Daniela Montalvo
Suzanne O’Connell
Rongsheng Qiu
Sarah Johnson Ruark
Megan Schwartz
Brynn Shea Seabolt
Frances Byrd Turner

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences: Undergraduate Students

Sarah Rebecca Amend
Heather Leann Beveridge
Adrienne Sharda Bhatnagar
James Randall Etheridge
Callie Pauline McAdams
Nikki Melanie Schweizer
Omair Latif Sheikh

College of Veterinary Medicine: Students

Shannon Michele Burroughs
Lauren Elizabeth Charles
Daniel Matteo DeLillo
Laura Christine Douglas
Stephanie Marie Everidge
Amanda M. Floerchinger
Sara Ruth Gumbiner
Allison Price Hassinger
Allison Collett Heatherly
Laura K. Heaton
Meredith Bailey Jones
Kate Alyson Medl
Andrew D. Smith

College of Natural Resources: Undergraduate Students

Emrys A. Treasure